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Author's response to reviews:

To: The Chief Editor of
The Journal of Medical Case Reports

Dear Sirs,

Enclosed, please, find our manuscript entitled “Gastrointestinal cyst attached to the gallbladder”. We the authors of the article, Angel Popkharitov, Maya V. Gulubova, Angel Dandov and Dimitar Sivrev, verify that no substantial part of the paper has been or will be published elsewhere.

We, the authors of this manuscript declare that they have no competing interests. In submission procedure we uploaded 6 figures and one table.

Written consent was obtained from the patient for publication.

We hope that the information and the results of our work will be of interest to the readers of World Journal of Gastroenterology and will be accepted for publication in the journal.

Sincerely Yours,

Dr Angel Popkharitov, MD, PhD
Dr Dimitar Sivrev, PhD
Trakia University, Medical Faculty
Dept. of Surgery Dept. of Anatomy
11 Armeiska Str., 11 Armeiska Str
6000 Stara Zagora, Bulgaria

tel.: ++ 359 42 644 450 dsivrev@yahoo.com
fax: ++359 42 600 710
popkharitov@abv.bg